
       Welcome, Heroes!
Did you know that Total Defence (TD) was first
introduced in Singapore in 1984?  This special
exhibition tells you how TD is integral in
addressing Singapore’s challenges and how you
can play a part!

Start your adventure here!

       TD Tales
Six stories of how TD was put into action to
address Singapore’s challenges! Which of the
stories can you relate to? Scan the QR codes for
more stories.

        Conquer the Chaos Chimera
Heroes, it’s game time! You will now face
different scenarios, make choices and determine
your outcome! 
Tip: Start the game from “Roll for Initiative #1”,
and make your first choice. There are no right or
wrong answers - pick the choice that best
relates to you!

       Have You Ever Wondered...
What if Singapore did not have Total Defence?
Would we have been able to overcome the crises 
in the past forty years? Let’s take a moment to
reflect.

         Find Your Focus
Using a role-playing game-styled approach, each
of the six archetypes in this exhibition relates to
one of the pillars of TD. Take the short quiz using
the QR code to discover what’s your archetype!

       Stronger Together
Well done, Heroes! Gather your fellow Heroes and
light up the board together! Don’t forget to smile
for the group wefie and tag us at
@WeAreTotalDefence. :)

       Make a Pledge
Wait! Don’t leave yet. It’s time to make a pledge
and collect a limited edition pin to commemorate
40 years of TD in Singapore. Together, we keep
Singapore Strong! 

Titled Total Defence for Thee!, the exhibition commemorates 40 years of TD in Singapore
and showcases how TD is integral to addressing threats and challenges. 

Roving abridged exhibitions will make appearances at public locations like SAFRA
clubhouses and libraries from 13 Feb onwards (see https://go.gov.sg/sg101td for the

roving schedule).
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We hope you enjoyed the exhibition and would love to hear from you. Please give us your feedback by emailing us at nexus@defence.gov.sg. 


